WINDSCREEN INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
*For best results, read completely before starting*

Windscreen properly installed

Windscreen not installed properly

Proper installation is extremely important and will provide the maximum in benefits:
• Give a professional, wrinkle-free appearance that will enhance the look of the venue
• Maximize the life and durability of the windscreen cover
• Ensure the windscreen panels fit as measured (rather than coming up short after installation)

Installation Procedure:
1. Start at one end of the fence area to be covered. Lay out each panel in front of the area it
belongs to. Attach top corner grommet to the fence with tie wrap (or cord). Then, attach along
top, pulling cover taut with each grommet attachment for about 10’.
Tip 1: Use a few “S” hooks to temporarily hang the panel on the fence. By “lifting” the panel, it
lessens the weight and makes it easier to attach and tighten the tie wrap at the grommet.
Important!
Attach at every grommet. Do not skip grommets. Attachment at all grommets distributes the
force when there is a high wind load. Using fewer grommets for attachment results in more
load on attached grommets and greater chance of ties breaking.
Tip 2: Attach tie wrap to the fence in the direction the panel is being pulled (rather than slightly
backward). As the tie is tightened, it will pull the cover taut. Make sure tie is secure, but don’t
over tighten tie wraps (Tightening the tie wraps too much might result in wrinkling of cover and
insufficient room to straighten out panel). After panel is completely attached, ties can be
tightened more, if necessary, to minimize any remaining wrinkles.
2. Go back to starting point and from top-to-bottom attach vertical edge to the fence all the way to
the bottom, again pulling taut as each tie is secured.
3. Continue attachment along bottom for about 10’, pulling the cover taut, making it as wrinkle
free as possible. If your cover has a lacing lip (middle row of grommets), attach it before
attaching bottom.
4. After the first 10’ of windscreen is attached at top and bottom, go back to the top and attach
the next 10’, pulling taut.
Continues on the reverse side →

5. Continue top/middle/bottom/second vertical end attachment until panel is completely in place.
Tip 3: If two or more people are working on the panel, have one person begin attachment at the
top and the second person at the middle or bottom, working about 10’ behind the first.
6. Continue installation with remaining panels using the same procedure. Important: don’t double
up on zip ties between panels. Use a separate zip tie for each grommet (see below).
Tip 4: Don’t install on a windy day. Wind will complicate installation.
Tip 5: To maximize the life of your windscreen, check tie wraps once a year and replace as
needed. Keeping windscreen tightly attached to fence will prevent wind damage.

Important Notes on the Product Warranty:

Do not double-up the tie-wraps. Each
grommet should get it’s own tie. Doubling
up puts added stress on the grommets and
fabric and will pull the hem or grommet
out, as something has to give. When
grommets are doubled up, the windscreen
warranty is void.

Replace broken zipties quickly. When too
many zipties holding the screen have
broken and the windscreen starts to whip
against the fence, it can be damaged
beyond repair in a few hours. Damage
caused by wind force in this manner is not
covered under warranty.

